French Linen Company Ltd is a daughter company of Yves Delorme. Founded in 1845, Yves Delorme has been passionate about fine linens for over 170 years and has spread its wings all across the world. Yves Delorme offer a range of collections for bed and bath as well as table linens, tea towels, nightwear, bath products and even baby collections.

“Since the Bridge was installed by MJM, our lives in processing have become much easier. I have even persuaded colleagues to move with the times and technology is helping our business develop.” Lee Benoke, Logistics & Stock Controller—French Linen Co. Ltd.

### Need
- Scanners that are able to work alongside Opera
- A more modern procedure for processing goods
- A faster, non-manual process of moving and auditing stock
- Reduced time in stock takes

### Solution
Bridge was installed with new handheld devices:
- SOP allowed picked orders to be available for despatch immediately
- Goods-in improved as stock levels updated in real time
- Synchronisation between handhelds and Opera system
- Able to load stock list files much more efficiently

For more information about how the Bridge Software can be used in your company please follow the links below for all our products.

**BRIDGE BATCH**  **BRIDGE LIVE**  **BRIDGE MODULES**
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